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Here comes the second issue.
How did you like the first one?
Sure, there was some naivety and it was
not exactly what we wanted, but we are
proud. And the feedback was quite good.
You liked the tabloid format, the fact that
the layout of the "old" Xylon International
was somehow maintained, and that we
brought Xylon International back to the
front instead of "Italianwoodctech".
And you all appreciated the idea to talk
not only about "made in Italy", but "made
in Europe", excellent technology.
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This does not mean we have achieved
the goal and we are honest enough to tell
you that the second issue you are holding
in your hands proves this.
We have fixed a few things, we still have
to fix others, because it is difficult to define
all the details of a project right before two
big events such as Interzum and Ligna.
A big effort for us, our readers and our
advertisers.
The same happens in May in Xylexpo years, but in odd-numbered years, when
the German duo rules, everything is postponed after Hanover and Cologne.
Good sign. Excellent sign.
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We need business. We need to check
whether we are on the right track.
We need − why not − to face competition
and see who has something to say, who
has the power to invent, the passion to
propose.
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We believe the recent years of our history
entitle us to be included in this community,
among those who have constantly found
a new way to inform, to tell, to show... We
have been acquainted for some many
years that we take the liberty to tell you
without fearing to be considered self-conceited.
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What we are is represented by these pages, by the window technology review
that opens this issue, by many stories we
tell, all different, but all sharing the Interzum
or Ligna experience.
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NEWS

FAIRS
Xylexpo among Italy's top exhibitions

EVENTS
Conference on Biomass mobilization

The Italian Ministry of Economic Development
has recently published the list of strategic trade
fairs for Italian economy. These events will be entitled to receive funds from the "Made in Italy" financing plan included in the state budget law
(now Stability Act in Italy).
The biennial exhibition of woodworking technology
and furniture industry supplies − celebrating its
twenty-fifth anniversary from Tuesday 24 to Saturday
28, May 2016, in the Fieramilano-Rho expo center
− has been recognized as an “industrial policy
vehicle” that benefits the industry. As such, it has
been included in the short list of “top-32 exhibitions”
considered as events of primary importance, not
only for their role to the benefit of made-in-Italy
and Italian enterprise globalization, but also because they are excellent showcases on a global
scale, places where exhibitors and visitors from
all over the world meet and interact, generating
value for the global supply chain.
“We have been working hard for this recognition,
which acknowledges the supremacy of Xylexpo
among Italian industry events”, said Dario Corbetta, exhibition director, with great satisfaction.
“We have experienced very difficult years, not
only for the economic situation – he added –
and we believe that this decision by the Italian
government sets a new starting point, around
which we should gather the collaboration and
support of all stakeholders, so that the world of
wood technology can achieve greater and
greater results”.
The government’s measure allots funds in excess
of 40 million Euros, spanning the 2015-2017
period; with these funds, organizers shall deploy
events and promotion initiatives to increase Italian
export and to strengthen the role of the selected
exhibitions as reference for global demand and
supply.
“This is also a sign of the support from public
institutions to wood technology”, Corbetta added.
“Their attention, through this new measure,
shows their determination to clear up the exhibition scenario, often affected by rivalry and
overlapping events, and their strong commitment
to an industry that export more than 80 percent
of its 1.6 billion Euro production, representing
as much as 5 percent of the active part of the
Italian trade balance.
It’s an excellence of made-in-Italy in which we
should invest with confidence”. ■

The Conference on Biomass mobilization will
be held in Rome on Tuesday 19 May 2015. This
Conference will be presenting the key results of
the three large projects sponsored by the EU on
the subject of energy wood supply chains for
agriculture (EuroPruning Project) forestry (Infres
Project) and dedicated plantations (Logistech
Project). These combined budget of these projects
amounts to €15 million, and the projects gather
many of the most prestigious European Institutions
dealing with biomass. The conference is organised
by the Infres, LogistEC and EuroPrunning projects,
and supported by a range of Italian, European,
American and international networks and trade
associations. All the relevant information for this
event on following link: www.infres.eu/en/finalconference/ ■

ERRATA
“Acimall Outlook” figures
We have to inform our readers about a correction to be considered regarding the heading of the tables in the article "Acimall
Outlook" published on page 4 of JanuaryFebruary Xylon International issue.
Figures reported as "Sales revenues/employees (€ 000)" are representing, instead,
the "Production Value”, which is the sum of
net revenues, stock-in-trade variations and
other entries.

BIESSE
Peter Lin joins Biesse China
Peter Lin joins the Biesse China team as sales
and marketing director for China. Peter will be responsible for marketing & sales of the Biesse line
of machinery for this territory.
After a Mba in the University in Krefeld, Germany,
Peter starts working in the woodworking sector
as product manager and area manager. Peter
brings to Biesse China 12 years experience in
the industrial woodworking market. ■

JAPAN
Decrease of building constructions
Last year in Japan were started 815,845 building
constructions. It is a drop of 8 percent compared
to 2013. In January and February 2014 there was
an increase compared to the same period of
2013. In the following months after May, however,
the number of units started has seen a decline of
9 percent and 15 percent compared to 2013.
This development is probably due to the Vat increase of 3 percent. With about 816,000 units
started, Japanese building industry could exceed
the level of 2012. In that year the number of units
was 807,000 against 765,000 the year before. ■
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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Moreover, we would like to make an update
regarding the ranking in the "The top 50
companies in woodworking machines
and tools industry”, published on page 5
of Xylon International January-February issue.
The company Corali, based in Carobbio
degli Angeli (Bergamo), with a turnover of
12,187 million euro, is ranked eighteenth
place on the list. The company, a manufacturer of technology for the industry and
for the fruit and vegetable sector, achieved
in 2013 a production value of 13,348 million
euro and a profit for the year amounted to
205, 973 euros. ■

FOCUS

doors and windows

BIESSE
MAXIMUN PRODUCTIVITY
AND CUSTOMISATION
The market demands a change in manufacturing
processes, enabling companies to accept the
largest possible number of orders, whilst maintaining
high quality and product customisation standards
with quick and definitive delivery time scales.
Biesse meets these requirements with high-tech
and user-friendly solutions – seamlessly integrated
in the manufacturing process − that combine technical expertise with process and material knowledge. The vast range of window and door processing machines enables all types of businesses
to find the solution that best responds to their

specific manufacturing capabilities. “Rover” machining centres are the most widely sold worldwide
and offer specialised technology for window and
door processing. And, for more complex manufacturing processes, Biesse offers the “Multicentre”
range. A single machine with the functionality of
several machining centres, equipped with modern,
integrated automated loading and unloading systems
that reduce operator involvement, significantly reducing production costs. So many advantages
concentrated in a reduced footprint. Biesse develops
in-house software solutions around customers'
day-to-day operations, with user-friendly and intuitive
interfaces created to make the machine's day-today use practical. “bSuite” is a complete suite of
advanced software tools, giving users access to
cutting-edge technology.

SALVADOR
”SUPERPUSH 200-WINDOW”
”Superpush 200” is a true technological evolution
of traditional cutting methods. It is able to increase
productivity considerably, reduce staff usage to
a minimum, and improve wood yield.
”Superpush 200” is the result of over thirty years'
experience of working in direct contact with end
users, combined with innovation and continuous
technological research. It is the ideal automatic
cutting centre: simple, complete, precise and
productive.It is simple and flexible since no adjustments or particular movements are needed:
just rest the wood on the in-feed conveyor and
“Superpush200” immediately takes care of the
rest. The machine, in the “Window” version,
becomes a solution “dedicated” to the window

and door frames industry,
thanks to the
adoption of new
specific accessories, such as
the availability
on the machine of simple printers with labels or
more sophisticated ink jet that can print on the
“head” of the working profile. A feature of particular
relevance is the possibility to connect the “Superpush 200” to dedicated software, capable of
interfacing with supervisors, which can offer information on and manage the state of progress
of each piece of a certain order.
www.salvadormachines.com

www.biesse.com

LARI&LARI
THE WORKING CENTRE “FR410TA”

Established in 1955 and asserted as one of the most
well-known companies operating in the field of machines
for wood, Lari&Lari patents advanced systems developed
on chiselling machines in the sector of door and windows
casings. The model “FR10TA”is the small Cn working
centre produced by Lari&Lari for milling, anuba and mortising machinings on wood timbers. At last one small
idea for a big productivity. Both the small and the big woodworkers will be able to screw anuba hinges,
to execute lock seats, hinges’ millings and louvers’
millings. The “FR10TA” working centre is able to execute
all the needed machinings for producing doors and windows. 11 controlled axes.
www.larielari.it

Do not miss this opportunity 11-15 May 2015 hall 12 stand B80

SAOMAD
“WOODPECKER JUST”

www.rekordsrl.com

“Woodpecker Just” by Saomad is an innovative
woodworking center, ideal for craftsmen and wood
industries who wish to work in an economical and
flexible way. Configured for the production of doors
and windows, “Woodpecker Just” can produce
from 12 up to 15 windows per day with the aid of
only one operator, with high processing speed and
extreme precision.
The work of several machines is now done with a
single system. The main advantages are: space
and energy saving, job orders execution in complete
autonomy, large number of tools always available
and skilled staff not required.
“Woodpecker Just” is managed by a specially designed by Saomad software that controls its functions
with extraordinary precision and can connect with
the cad/cam systems for windows designing.
www.saomad.com

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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TOP FLEXIBILITY!
With one Scm Group machining center only, Melgari can meet the demand of the market.
tem. We can easily manage every operation “on the machine”,
anything we have to do, from profile milling to complex 3D surface processing. As relates to design and instructions for window production, we use a specific software from DDX. Design
with third-party software is managed by the machine with no
complications, as Scm Group’s proprietary software “Msl Connector” executes a “translation” by collecting all necessary information from any process and managing the automatic program of the machining center.
A big step forward compared to the past, when the part and
clamp positioning process was less flexible and much more
complicated for the operator. We can say that tasks have been

T

he story of Melgari from Pescarolo, near Cremona, is the classic story of a family-run “made
in Italy” business. In business for four generations,
created as a “village” workshop, Melgari discovered their vocation for windows in the Seventies, and
since then they have preserved their passion for innovation
and final product quality, unaffected even by the crisis.
Today, the company is guided by Nicola, who has joined
his father Amilcare (but everyone knows him as Valter).
The business has strong ties with the family, with
Amilcare’s wife Marinella Lampugnani and Nicola’s
wife Michela Giacomelli also working in the company.
The company has always been keen on technological
innovation, based on a historical partnership with Scm
Group and the benefits offered by software in line with
the corporate mission. These two ingredients, combined
with passion and the ability to figure out and drive an
evolution with a long-term outlook, are the keys to understand the past, present and future of the company.
Mr. Melgari, the business of a window manufacturer depends on production-related decisions...
“That’s true: we have always worked with a traditional
approach, with significant volumes but too much stiffness, two factors that can doom a company today, as
the market demands smaller volumes combined with
very high flexibility in terms of models, thicknesses,
shapes and profiles, design and visual impact.
And don’t forget the certification of windows that must
offer higher and higher performance with a suitable
quality-price ratio.
The big step forward that has helped our company
navigate in stormy weather was the adoption of a new
approach to window manufacturing, based on highly
innovative technology, powerful and flexible software
for integrated process management, namely “Xilog”,
and a machining center, “Accord WD” by Scm Group,
that can change dimensions and tooling virtually
without any impact on lead time.
We have combined our joiner experience with new
technology, and the result are great, we have significantly shortened lead time from design to installation.
Let’s say we opted for extensive automation of our
operations. We have equipped our “Accord Wd” machining center with automatic loading and unloading
units to machine parts in unattended operation – automatically, in a way… – for several hours. It’s a real
machining cell, for which we have focused on versatility
and accurate machining of each profile in two passes:
on average, the machine delivers a single window element every 5-7 minutes. With the magazine designed
by Scm Group engineers, we can load parts with up
to 180 millimeter length for more than one hour of unattended machining. There is another essential element
for us, namely the possibility to expand the cell in the
future, without any difficulty. According to our needs
or in case of a favorable market situation, we will be
able to increase productivity".
How important is a specific software for window manufacturing?
“For us “Xilog Maestro” is a convenient, powerful
and versatile interface to the machining center “Accord WD” and the loading/unloading robotized sysXYLON INTERNATIONAL
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effectively divided between the DDX software and "Xilog Maestro" for part positioning on the worktable, gripper and clamp
positioning programming, and most of all, the management of
anti-collision systems.
Technology has changed the approach to production, speeding
up some stages with less staff. I won’t hide that we had to take
painful decisions, but they were necessary for the survival of the
company. Technology is an opportunity, often unique.
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.melgari.com
www.scmgroup.com

FOCUS

ligna & interzum

INTERZUM READY
TO OPEN THE DANCE
Another record show for Interzum, the International Fair
for the Furniture and Interior Construction Industries'
Supplying Sections, scheduled in Cologne from Tuesday 5
to Friday 8 May 2015.

I

SEE YOU AT LIGNA!
E
ngines are heating up for the approaching
Ligna, the biennial exhibition of woodworking
technology to be held in Hanover, Germany,
from Monday 11 to May 15. The event needs no
introduction and will gather all global supply chain
actors under the same roof (or better, in the same
fairgrounds). Well, even Ligna has shown signs of
tiredness in recent years, but it has also reaffirmed
that it has no competitors and it can sail straight
towards the final destination despite the storm of
crisis. Such determination was very clear during
the powerful march towards the event, headed by
Deutsche Messe and Vdma from Frankfurt, the
association of Germany machinery and plant manufacturers. The road to Hanover offered a number
of meetings in the key markets for wood and furniture, and a big international press conference
at the end of January in Hanover, a sort of preview
with 25 exhibitors who took the opportunity to announce what they will do at Ligna 2015.
At “Ligna Preview”, some of the big names of
the exhibition (Homag, Weinig, Grecon, Ima, Leitz,
Mafell, Maka, Schuko…) with a couple of brands
waving the Italian banner, namely Biesse and
Kuei, an interesting manufacturer of coatings for
decorative surface we will talk about soon. Quite
frankly, we would have expected a few more Italians, but we are normally not enthusiastic about
this kind of initiatives.
That’s a pity, because some eighty journalists
from all over the world, half of them from Germany,
took turns sitting in front of the 25 exhibiting companies. A great opportunity for the latter to play
their cards.

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION...
The event was an occasion to inform the press
about the latest news of Ligna 2015, already presented at the Italian press conference by the
local office of Deutsche Messe. We want to point
out that the testimonial of this event was not one
of the “usual suspects”, but Paolino Bacci from
Cascina, a leading woodworking actor that, as
far as we know, accepted for the first time to be
on stage at a press conference. What can we
say? Well done! These opportunities should not
be missed.
Let’s come to information. As you know, everyone
will be at Ligna. From tools to furniture technology,
from handicraft equipment to sawmill and forestry
solutions, from CAD and software for different applications to schools and institutes, from wood as
energy source to construction materials.
“At Ligna we will see the future of the industry”,
said Jochen Köckler, member of the Management
Board at Deutsche Messe. “Under the sign of efficiency and integration, exhibitors are showing
entire production lines in action and the biggest
developments of automation and digitization, as
tangible proof that Industry 4.0 is within reach.

Knowledge is essential to be competitive, and in
the wood and wood-based materials industry
the fourth industrial revolution has started, featuring
closer and closer integration of information, data
and instructions, as in the future tools, machines,
systems will communicate faster and faster and
evolution will be incredible!”.
Net exhibition surface exceeds 120 thousand
square meters, over 1,500 exhibitors are expected from 40 countries, with an excellent international lineup featuring Italy, Austria, Sweden,
Taiwan, Switzerland, China, Turkey, France, Spain
and the US, listed by number of exhibitors.

SOME INDUSTRY FIGURES
In Milan and in Hanover, attention was focused
on economic figures, traditionally offered by Vdma.
President Wolfgang Poeschl in Hanover and general manager Bernhard Dirr in Milan highlighted
a few elements, first of all the expected increase
of turnover for German technology in 2015, reaching up to 2.6 billion Euro. Good results are expected from Asia and North America, which
should largely compensate for decreasing business
in Russia. Recovery will continue in Europe and
the German market will still be a "rock in the
waves", as they called it. The devaluation of the
Euro against the US and Chinese currencies will
boost the competitiveness of the European industry
as a whole.
2014 final figures were not presented, but the
president and the general manager agreed that
estimates have been met, namely a 5 percent increase from 2013.
In the first ten months of 2014, German export increased by 0.8 percent from the previous year,
up to 1.4 billion Euro. Supplies to Asia, after two
difficult years, recorded a very positive trend, up
by 37 percent; the development in Europe was
described as “quite tough” (minus eight percent).
The analysis of countries revealed that China, according to available figures for 2014, is the first
destination market, with increasing demand for
high-automation plants. Second place for Russia,
third for the United States.
Among the top-five destination markets for German
manufacturers, absorbing 43 percent of total
export, China (plus 19 percent), US (plus 18 percent) and Poland (plus 37 percent) recorded twodigit growth rates. Russia and France dropped
by nine and 20 percent respectively. The strongest
growing markets also include Iran, Vietnam, Korea,
Australia and Belarus. The most significant drop
in demand was caused by Italy, Turkey and
Brazil. Europe’s share on total German export
decreased by six percent from the previous year,
down to 64 percent. Asia, instead, increased its
share by 5 percent, up to 20 percent. The American
continent follows with a 13 percent share, the
same as in the first ten months of 2013. ■
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

nterzum keeps its promises. Or better, it exceeds them and gets ready to celebrate a
new record event, reaffirming a leadership
acknowledged by industry professionals
from all over the world. This is the clear evidence
of figures presented in Milan by Thomas Rosolia,
general manager of Koelnmesse srl, and Matthias
Pollmann, project manager of the exhibition.
ITALY
The host was played by Thomas Rosolia, who
told about the meaning of Interzum 2015 for the
Italian industry.
“The upcoming edition looks very positive”, said
the general manager of the Italian Koelnmesse
subsidiary. “With less than one month to go
before the opening, 302 Italian exhibitors have
registered, versus 264 in the previous event, so
an increase by 15 percent approximately. We
are very satisfied also in terms of space occupation: this year, “made in Italy” will cover an
area of 18,300 square meters, compared to
16,500 in 2013... The great job of the Italian
branch has resulted into three collective Italian
pavilions in halls 3.2, 6 and 8, involving about
forty exhibitors on a total area of 630 square
meters. “This is a “convenient” solution for small
and medium businesses to attend Interzum,
providing all necessary services and good visibility”, Rosolia said before leaving the stage to
Matthias Pollmann.
INTERZUM 2015
“This is going to be an excellent edition”, said
Matthias Pollmann, the young project manager
of the biennial exhibition. “Interzum 2015 will
feature 1,393 exhibitors (this was the latest
update in mid-March 2015, editor’s note), with
“only” 363 German companies. So, there are
as many as 1,030 foreign exhibitors, 6 percent
more than at the previous event, reaffirming the
high attendance of international companies”.
There will be many long-time exhibitors but also
several newcomers who will leverage this great
business platform for the first time.
Space is sold out in all three product areas: “Materials & Nature” (wood and materials), “Textile
& Machinery” (products and technology for
textiles and upholstery) and “Function & Components”, featuring supplies, components and
semifinished materials. The latest section has
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been the most successful: all areas were assigned
months ago, so the organizers decided to extend
Interzum to hall 3.2 for the first time ever. Strong
commitment also to textiles and upholstery, a traditional value-added area of the Cologne exhibition.
Again this year, the “Textile & Machinery” area
will feature the “Textile Production Line” event in
hall 10.1, a complete high-tech production line,
including state-of-the-art cad-cam systems for
the textile industry that illustrate specific applications
for the automotive industry, one of the most demanding…
SIDE EVENTS
The four exhibition days will be complemented
by several events: the front stage will be taken by
the “Interzum Awards” in the North Boulevard,
displaying the most innovative products found at
the Interzum stands, selected by a jury of experts.
In hall 4.2, the “Innovation of Interiors Piazza”
will be dedicated to architects and designers, focusing on interior decorations, raw material innovations, decorations and supplies that can generate
new ideas, new concepts of furniture and furnishing
systems.
Another key topic, very popular in this period, will
be 3D printing, which is making its way also into
the furniture industry as an alternative manufacturing method. Interzum is hosting an event –
"4th Industrial Revolution: 3D Printing" – curated by Sascha Peters, renowned materials
expert, who will illustrate the potential of this technique to designers and interior designers.
In hall 6, the “Materials & Nature Piazza” will
be the place where visitors can see and touch
the latest innovations in materials, wood and
wood-based materials, decors, parquet and
veneer. ■

ligna & interzum
ROBATECH

Robatech, headquarter
in Switzerland, is a worldwide leading provider
of adhesive application systems for a variety of industries,
including the packaging industry, graphics, wood, construction,
automotive and many others. The accurate and efficient systems
support companies in the achievement of their sustainable goals.
Robatech products are highly innovative, reduce energy consumption, but have a positive impact on the environment. The
quality and durability of gluing of the final product or decoration
are very important criteria for increasing the value of furniture,
profiles and other wood products. To maintain this high quality
standards Robatech has developed adhesive application systems
for the wood and furniture industry that meet the highest requirements.
Thanks to a long experience in the production of adhesive applicators, Robatech offers a wide range of customized solutions, in
addition to technical and professional support to develop projects
in collaboration with the customer.

GLUING APPLICATION SYSTEMS

The coating heads specifically
designed for the coating of
the profiles (“Fkv” series) and
for edging (“Fkw60” series),
ensure an accurate, even, clean and economical application
of the adhesive. Robatech has
developed coating heads that
allow not only standard adhesive applications (hot melt Eva
based), but also the processing of Pur adhesives, that require
very specific methods. The coating heads for the lamination of
the panels and the coating of profiles allow to adjust the width of
application with high accuracy standards, either manual or automatic, during the production process. The minimum width of application is 20 mm and the maximum of 2,600 mm, in addition to
a wide range of widths, that can be customized accordingly to
the customer needs.
Also it is important to consider the steady increase in the use of

Finiture srl will showcase the following production at next Ligna:
“Proflow”, the new
model of impregnating
machine for horizontal
profiles. Thanks to a
series of motorized rollers, the pieces to be
impregnated
go
FINITURE
through the machine
PRODUCTS ON SHOW
horizontally. A photoAT LIGNA
cell placed at the entry
of the machine activates it for the necessary time only, whose duration is controlled by a timer. In
this way, a great energetic economy and a minor stress
of the impregnating product are obtained. The impregnating product is sprayed by a series of nozzles, which
are suitably placed and directed, so that the profile may
be impregnated in all its interstices. A series of air
blades eliminates the excess of product. The machine is
also equipped with two tanks for liquid collection in
order to keep the work area clean. The new model of
“Proflow”is equipped with a control and command panel
with Plc for the automatic management of colour change
and washing, and also of innovative technical solutions
to simplify the very washing operations. Model “Ras”is
the robot for the painting of indoor and outdoor doors
and windows frames. All around the world, about 50 of
these robots have already been installed with great satisfaction of the customers. Thanks to the innovative “Winpaint” software, the “Ras”robot paint all kind of indoor
and outdoor frames, both the simplest and the more
complex ones, perfectly and with considerable time and
product saving. Thanks to a two-or three-dimensional
scanner, the “Winpaint” software processes the robot’s
axes movement program in real time, without any intervention from the operator. For the most articulated
shapes, the scanner may be equipped with laser detectors
in order to automatically identify every detail of the piece
to be painted. The robot may also be equipped with different kinds of spraying devices to be adapted to the
various kinds of paint, regardless of their being base,
primer or top coat. All robotized plants of Finiture are
connected with a remote maintenance service to offer a
quick
and
efficient
after-sale
service.
At last, the “Up&Down” system, which enables the hanging of pieces having any form and dimension on the
overhead conveyor within an automatic cycle. The system
is made by a series of trolleys specifically planned and
built to carry the workpieces. The trolleys are loaded by
the operator straight on the pieces production post.
After that the trolley has been loaded, it is transported to
the automatic loading post: here an automatic sequence
controlled by a Plc moves the “Up&Down” system in
order to load the pieces to be painted on the conveyor,
as well as to unload the painted ones.
www.finiture.it

Hall 16, stand C03
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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Pur adhesives in the wood industry. Pur adhesives are mainly
used for durable gluing, resistant to harsh environmental conditions.
These adhesives are reliable even for items such as kitchen or
bathroom furniture, which are generally subjected to variations in
temperature, moisture and fumes.For the optimal use of the
above materials, it is important that the melting systems have
specific characteristics for the treatment of Pur hotmelt. On this
purpose Robatech can offer clear advantages with the use of the
“RobaPur” systems. Thanks to their “Melt on demand technology”
(“Mod”-patented) that allows you to melt the adhesive on request,
the quality of the residual adhesive can be highly maintained,
avoiding contact moisture and melting unless necessary.
www.robatech.it

Hall 17, stand E22
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PRIMULTINI
AND BONGIOANNI
WHEN HISTORY LOOKS
INTO THE FUTURE

P

GREDA AHEAD
A highly innovative working center, called “Venus”.
An intensive exhibition calendar. Several enhancements
to many working centers “made in Greda”.
A fully revised website and the pursuit of “new quality”
in customer relationships all over the world.
These are the cornerstones of the company’s plan for 2015.

“T

hese years have been complicated,
but companies that have survived
have a lot to say and to give: they
have stronger organization, better
products, the capacity and determination to
win new challenges”. Marianna Daschini, coowner of Greda in Mariano Comense (Como)
with her brother Piero, speaks flat-out as she
tells about future projects.
Greda is a world-renowned brand with thousands
of Cnc installed all over the world, thirty years in
business (it was established in 1981) and an
acknowledged mission: the capacity to create
specific machines for customer needs.
Greda is special because their heart, brains
and passion are devoted to “special” products,
to extreme customization. Their specialties are
solid wood solutions, routing and turning equipment for chair and table legs, but also machines
for panels, furniture, musical instruments, wood
constructions.
“When you master a technology, you can
apply it to different areas, always achieving
results that effectively respond to user requirements”, Marianna Daschini adds. “This
also means you must be willing to challenge
yourself, continuously updating to keep up
with the pace of markets that live on shorter
and shorter trends. And you must be innovative
not only in technology and products, but also
in business management, customer relationships and communications, with strong determination to keep constantly in touch with the
world”.
This approach has led to the new website

(www.greda.it) concept, which witnesses to Greda’s decision to open a new phase, to tell the
story of a small, very innovative company, a flexible, dynamic, focused and proactive enterprise.
The website is clean and accurate, anyone can
easily find the product or information they are
looking for; established and new customers,
media, opinion leaders and industry actors can
select a solution, download the corresponding
catalog or watch a machine in action with few
clicks.“Innovation is not enough”, Marianna Daschini continues. “You need to restore confidence, rejuvenate relationships between people,
rebuild bridges between customer and supplier
so that they can share and participate. New business ethics, based on transparency, sharing
and responsibility.
At Greda, we want partnership to be more than
just a word, we want to act consistently so that it
becomes a key element of our history”. Meeting
the leaders, following the markets, offering very
innovative machinery to users looking for new
answers... even a small company can do that.
And 2015 will be a turning point in this respect,
with Greda attending some major industry exhibitions in the first part of the year. Greda will
exhibit at Fimma in Bento Goncalves (Brazil;
hall G, rua 40) from March 16 to 20; at Interzum
Guangzhou (China; hall 12.1, both B01) from
March 28 to April 1; at Umids in Krasnodar
(Russia) from April 1 to 4. Strong commitment to
show several enhancements to the company’s
flagship products: “Poker”, “Diva”, “Mitika”…
And the upcoming Ligna (hall 12, standh A16)
will be an opportunity to launch the brand new
“Venus”, a multi-axis working center
for chair, table and furniture legs, processing four pieces simultaneously.
Venus is a high-productivity machine
that, in few minutes, can deliver four
finished parts, up to 1,200 millimeter
long, ready to be assembled and painted.
www.greda.it
Hall 12, stand A16
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rimultini from Marano Vicentino, a renowned
company with a rich catalog of sawmill solutions, has acquired the Bongioanni
brand, a business in the same industry,
part of Pezzolato spa since 2001.
According to the agreement, Bongioanni’s machinery production will be moved from Pianfei
(Cuneo) to Marano, while the service for thousands
of machines installed all over the world will still be
managed by the engineers of the Piedmontbased group.

“This is an important agreement, ensuring the
continuity of a great Italian story”, said Lorenzo
Primultini, president of the company that bears
his name. “We agreed on all terms with Riccardo
Pezzolato and we could find the best match
between the respective interest of our companies:
Primultini has acquired Bongioanni’s “intellectual
property”, including brand, technical and sales
information, customer portfolio, drawings and
designs, while Pezzolato spa, whose revenues
increased by approximately 20 percent in 2014,
will be able to focus on their future core business,
namely the supply of equipment and technology
for energy generation from alternative sources,
having secured the ongoing presence of a big
brand in the most important sawmills around
the world”.

Many positive reactions from the wood industry,
which sees a new European and global leader
arise from the merger of two stories.
Bongioanni, born 1907, and Primultini, born 1923,
not only merge the value of their respective stories
and the solid technology and process expertise
proven in thousands of installations around the
world, but also strongly reaffirm the determination
to look ahead, to live a “second youth”.

“As a result of our decision, we can offer an
even more comprehensive portfolio of machines
and solutions”, added Gaetano De Lai, sales
manager at Primultini.
“For instance, we have complementary solutions
for log carriages, an area where the two companies have different approaches, so we can
now provide our partners with the most effective
solution for all needs. Or operations for small
logs with a diameter between 120 and 250 millimeters, where the Primultini-Bongioanni "joint
catalog" boasts respectable references”.
Andrea Oliana, sales manager at Pribo, another
brand of the “Primultini galaxy”, expects tangible
benefits from the new acquisition: “This incorporation represents a new phase in the landscape
of woodworking machinery and automation: the
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combined know-how
of two companies of
great renown will
surely improve the
quality of machinery
and mechanism design.”
The real assets are
the valuable references that both companies have in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Africa and
Northern Europe. “Our sales strength, plus the
possibility to develop diverse technical solutions,
is the key to open several doors in the near future”, De Lai added.
And everybody is looking forward to a thousand
opportunities offered by what can be considered,
to all effects, a business group. As a matter of
fact, the Bongioanni and Primultini catalogs
are complemented by Pribo‘s expertise in logistics
and handling, and by MecLegno, specializing in
the production of sharpening machines and in
plant maintenance.

“We were market leader already, now we have
further expanded our scope”, Lorenzo Primultini
continued. “We are reference partners for the
supply of turnkey sawmill plants, with great experience in all process stages, and with Bongioanni we can offer even more advanced technical solutions. Our know-how starts from the
log yard, including cutting, debarking, measuring,
sorting, handling and orienting logs for the most
effective cutting, headrigs and board output,
trimming, then again measuring and selecting,
up to stacking, strapping and packaging...
Today, Primultini, Bongioanni and Pribo can do
all of this, deploying the most suitable techniques
for the product our customer wants to obtain or
the “method” he wants to apply”.
The new “group” is already working in synch: at
the upcoming Ligna in Hannover (Hall 27, Stand
D06), machines signed by the new coalition will
be presented. But not only: in September, the first
“joint plant” made with Bongioanni and Primultini
technology will be commissioned, purchased by
German company Häberlein GmbH.
An important installation, built around Primultini's
headrig and canter combined with a log carriage
from Bongioanni. And this is only the first example
of many projects currently developed by the Marano engineers.

“All we can do is invite industry media, opinion
leaders and industry people to HardthausenGochsen in September, to see the new plant in
action at Häberlein”, Lorenzo Primultini concluded.
“We believe that the open house we are organizing with all our partners is the best vehicle to
show the effective technology mix of our two
brands”.
www.primultini.com
Hall 27, stand D06

ligna & interzum
WOOD-MIZER
LATEST HIGHLIGHTS AT LIGNA
Celebrating 25 years in Europe, Wood-Mizer aims
to impress at Ligna 2015 with new products and
updates to their well-known products, and has reserved their largest stand ever after 20 years of
attending Europe’s largest wood industry exhibition.
Visitors to Ligna 2015 will be treated to the latest
in thin-kerf sawmill technology at Wood-Mizer’s
stand FG J03 in the outdoor demonstration area, near the entrance to Hall 27.
Highlights will be the latest in the
cost effective, semi-automatic
“SLP2” log processing line and
Wood-Mizer’s very own wide band
“WB2000” sawmill. Both of these
products were shown as prototypes at Ligna 2013, and now will
be shown in their final forms.
A new product line of circular
blades and other cutting blades
for wood will be debuted as
“Wood-Mizer Tools”.
Wood-Mizer’s well-known orange
product line will be on full display, and they are
planning to demonstrate at least one new prototype
model. Visitors, whether they are woodworking
enthusiasts or timber business owners, will find
that the range meets a variety of needs and
budgets.
The “LT10” and “LT15” sawmills are versatile
and affordable sawmills that are a favourite for
small businesses, workshops and even the more
serious wood hobbyists.
The “LT20b” is designed specifically to help the
medium-sized timber business meet production
goals at an affordable price. Electronic head functions combined with a low profile bed form a
combination to reduce costs while keeping production flexibility high. The” LT20b” is especially
popular in developing timber markets such as
Africa and Asia.
The “LT40” and “LT70” sawmills will also be
present at the stand, demonstrating how productive

and easy-to-use a sawmill can be - hydraulic log
handling functions, more powerful motors, and
mobility will be showcased. Wood-Mizer reports
that sales of large mills increased in 2014, signalling
that economic conditions are improving and timber
businesses feel more confident about the future.
Along with sawmills, blades are just as important
to the success of timber businesses worldwide,
and Wood-Mizer will be showing two new blades
developed for the best possible performance –
the premium “MaxFlex” blade, and the “BiMetal”

EURO ORVEL
NEW SOLUTIONS FOR FURNISHING
The Euro Orvel continues the constant research
and design of new solutions, with the proposal
of a new thermoplastic protection for sink bottoms
adaptable in width and depth, a new system for
attaching the front with the base of the drawers,
the bi-component bumper for doors, a joint to increase the width of the siphon’s space.
The line “Change to Inside”, in thermoplastic
material, has been enhanced with a new model
which is customizable in depth and also in width
and adaptable with soft rubber edges which are
also removable. The current range of shock absorbers for doors has been extended with a
new version made in double material, pin and

FERRARI
“F-1 BOX” DOUBLE WALL DRAWER

blade for industrial sawmilling. The whole range of
blade maintenance equipment will be shown, and
will include some new products.
Watch Wood-Mizer’s 25th anniversary video to get
a glimpse into what it takes to build a sawmill and
how Wood-Mizer sawmills are being used around
the world - http://youtu.be/YAmqwAbhkVg

Ferrari is one of the most known manufacturer of
hinges and furniture. Founded in 1947,since then
the production of hinges and furniture accessories
has continued. Innovation, design, dedication and
enthusiasm have strongly characterised the company personality, resulting in a global growth that
makes Ferrari active in over 70 countries.The long
experience helped to develop modern products
with a high level of technology, resulting in more
than 200 international patents.

FOCUS

under-head rigid, smooth rubber head, suitable for use with automatic machines. To
block and hold the
bottom with the front
of the drawer, Euro Orvel has designed and patented a new plate that
allows a fast assembly and the vertical and
lateral adjustment of the front with the base.
With the new junction for the central parts of
”item 990” it’s now possible to combine different
widths and create new sizes.
www.orvel.it
Hall 8.1, stand C38/D39

During Interzum Koeln the last update of “F-1
Box” double wall drawer will be revealed.
Following the latest trends this new version has a
minimalistic design that maximize the space inside
the drawer, while the new soft closing system is
even more silent and smooth.
Several solutions, available in Silky White and iron
Grey, and customizations are available according
to the customer needs.
The “F-1 Box” drawer is supplied with soft closing
full extension slides, with a 40 kg load capacity,
and are tested up to 80,000 cycles, keeping an
extremely silent, stable, and smooth sliding.
www.ferrarispa.it
Hall 08.1, stand A030/B031

www.woodmizer.com
Open air site, stand FG J03

Giardina Finishing: quality of another world

LEITZ
PREPARATIONS ARE IN FULL SWING
From May 11-15, Leitz will exhibit at Ligna in
Hannover. The Oberkochen tool manufacturer
welcomes visitors in two booths: Hall 12 where
solid wood pro-cessing is the primary feature,
and Hall 26 where furniture production is showcased. Alessandro Telesio, spokesman for the
Leitz Group Board of Directors, is already looking
forward to the fair, anticipating many good discussions.
Automation will be a primary focus for Leitz at
this year's event. Both Leitz booths explore the
potential that exists when tools are integrated in
networked manufactur-ing. Visitors can expect
to see tools in which small chips are inserted. In
the Leitz booth, both finished products and products under development are displayed.

For example, Leitz is partnering with the developers of the “eApps4Production” project. With
the slogan "Good as new", Leitz highlights
their After Sales Service. In Hall 12, there will
be a "live" service station in the booth.
Other important focuses of the Leitz exhibit
include zero joint technology, hybrid tools and
processing of non-wood materials. Leitz will also
display a number of new developments such as
a program for circular saw blades, the “HeliCut
11” routers for solid wood processing and an
improved version of the “ProfilCut” profile cutter-head system.

Giardina Finishing: Innovation and tradition
The made in Italy which turns out ﬁne
Since ever our products are a target for ﬁnishing in the world.
Quality, seriousness and service are the strength of Giardina Finishing.

VIA V.NECCHI 63
22060 FIGINO SERENZA (CO) ITALY

www.leitz.org

ph. +39 031 7830 801
fax +39 031 7816 50

Hall 12, stand B70
Hall 15, stand A14
Hall 26, stand D30

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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STETON
PRESSES FOR EVERY NEED
Company Steton is being working in the field of
production and sale of woodworking machines
for more than sixty years. Steton is synonymous
with innovation, precision and high reliability.

Its production range is wide and articulated
ranging from standard machines for joinery to
special hi-tech plants, for processing of panels
and massive wood for furniture, doors and windows
manufacturing.
Steton is conspicuous for range completeness,
balanced quality-price ratio, flexibility to demands of the market and
customers, dynamism and
originality of solutions and
innovations, supported by
research and production technologies, quick delivery
and efficient post-sale assistance all over the world.
Steton produces also a complete range of presses for
every need: for woodworking,
polyurethane, rubber and
plastics.

LEHBRINK
BACK PANEL FOLDING SYSTEM

For Ligna 2015 Steton exhibit the new “P 120”
(3000x1300): hydraulic presses with hot tables
with oil electric boiler and the “CH 415 X6”: new
high performing 6-work combined machine with
five motors and a blade unit with independent
motor. “CH 415 X 6” is suitable both for artisan
and joinery’s requires.
www.steton.it
Hall 25, stand A32
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The East Westphalian manufacturer of special
machines Lehbrink Spezialmaschinen GmbH,
a member of the Koch group, offers a wide
range of different machines to its customers.
The company is specialized to manufacture
machines, but also complete production lines
for the door and door frame production for
folding of furniture back panels as well as for
the wood, aluminium, plastic and composite
industry. In addition to machinery and systems
for the large-scale production, Lehbrink also
offers machines for small and medium batch
sizes. Thus, the “Rwb694-Smart” is particularly
suitable for companies with small to medium
production and for special sizes. The machine
is designed for the production of foldable
back panels with single or double folding and
is equipped with a shaping, glueing and
cooling station. The machine concept provides
that the stacked workpieces are manually inserted, longitudinally and transversely aligned
and clamped from above by means of a pressure beam. When the lateral edges of the
stacked workpieces have been profiled and
the Pur hot-melt glue has been applicated
along the edge, the glue will be cooled, so
that there is a reliable glue seam. For this, the
“Rwb 694-Smart” is equipped with a cooling
beam for additional cooling of the glue seam.
In addition, the machine can now be purchased
with a divided working field, so that two workpieces can be processed at the same time.
This optimization enables a shorter working
cycle and thus a higher performance.
www.lehbrink.com
Hall 26, stand C38

G3
QUALITY TOOLS
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Dynamic and constant organization makes G3 a
notorious leader company for quality and productivity and the innovation of tools for wood,
plastic and aluminium. G3 company is operating
in the wood working tools business from almost
than 50 years and will be present at the next
edition of Ligna exhibition in Hannover with a selection of tools, focusing on new lines of hightech products, also with the tools that characterize
the history of G3, like the multicut spiral cutters,
tools for chair production and for Cnc application,
always evolving to meet customer needs. The
company investments during the recent years
have been focused especially to the realization
of innovative tools: groups suitable for beams,
walls, doors and wooden steps anti slip, to equip
cutting centers of beams and carpentry. This line
has been studied for the green building operating
with policies and practices that respect the environment and the human well-being. Also G3 has
provided particular attention to the “Hydro”
tools, precise up to one thousandth of a millimeter,
designed to minimize vibrations and increase the
advance speed of wood. In planing application
with these tools you can achieve a clean result of
the material without chipping, in profiling you
have a perfectly shaped surface. These will be
some of the strengths that G3 is going to present
at Ligna, placing himself available to all those
who will be interested with all the experience, expertise, passion and cooperation that characterize
the company itself and its staff . formance.
www.g3fantacci.com
Hall 12, stand E17
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VAUTH-SAGEL, THE SYSTEM SUPPLIER
FOR INNOVATIVE STORAGE SPACE SOLUTIONS

M

any new products for this leading world trade fair in Cologne. Just two months to go until the trade fair opens,
but we can al-ready reveal one thing: At interzum 2015
Vauth-Sagel will sur-prise its visitors from all over the
world with plenty of new prod-ucts and additional developments,
and with these products it will once again be showcasing the
company as an innovative system supplier of special storage
space solutions. "There are a lot of people who can fit out a 60s
kitchen carcass, but Vauth-Sagel is the specialist when the aim
is to use storage spaces beyond this standard. It's precisely this
strength that we will be showing our guests at interzum 2015 in
the form of a wide product portfolio," explains Ceo Claus Sagel,
describing the planning for the fair. Many existing products being
exhibited on the more than 430-square-metre stand in Hall 7, Aisle
C20, make a convincing impact with their refined functional features

and a highly diverse range of versions. Furthermore there will be
completely new products.
One highlight, for example, is the new generation of tall cabi-nets.
The “Vsa” pull-out storage unit, especially in widths of 300 to 400
mm, is the first choice when it comes to storing provi-sions. The
new opening mechanism ensures that stored goods are accessible
to the user in front of the cabinet in one automat-ic movement.
In the 150, 200 and 300 mm versions, the “Dsa” side pull-out can
be experienced with a new runner of its own. In addition great
value was placed on making the narrow base unit pull-out even
more comfortable to use: among other things it can be as-sembled
almost completely without tools and the “Dsa” can be installed for
right-handed or left-handed operation. This gives the kitchen manufacturer complete flexibility and shorter stor-age time.
And in the waste bin area there will be an expansion of the pre-

OMEC
“ICA600”: AUTOMATIC GLUING
IN “0” TIME
The automatic Omec “Ica600” gluing machine was designed to significantly reduce
gluing times for wine crates and furniture drawers.
The machine is fitted with two fixed nozzles
that can spread vinyl glue in a continuous or
intermittent mode. A magazine is also provided
containing 30 to 60 work-pieces, depending
on thickness, and there is a belt-operated
conveyor to feed the work-pieces from the
magazine to the nozzle position.
This system is suitable to glue drawers with
dovetails, parallel joints and pins. The glue
can be applied indifferently inside female
joints and holes, or on male joints and pins.
The machine features two pro-grammes: programme 1 is used to give the same setting to
nozzles for work-pieces that are machined in
the same way on their ends; programme 2 is
used to give different settings to nozzles for
work-pieces that are machined on a different
way on each end.
The work cycle is fully automatic. Operators
must place work-pieces to be glued in the
magazine and then press the cycle Start pushbutton. The machine glues two work-pieces
and then moves them to the output area.
Every time the operator removes the glued
pieces from the output tray, a sensor detects
that the area is cleared and two more pieces
can be glued.
This is a continuous cycle, and the operator
simply has to feed the loading magazine when
there are no more work-pieces to be glued.
This is why we can state that the machining
time of the “Ica600” gluing ma-chine is approaching the “0” value.
The assembly times of complete drawers can
also be enhanced by fitting this machine to
the side of the Omec “Scm1200” carpenter’s
clamp for the machining of furniture drawers,
or to the side of the “Sbm1200” carpenter’s
clamp for the machining of wine crates.
www.omec-srl.com
Hall 16, stand D21
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vious “Öko” product range. And so all that's missing now is a product category which can be seen
as absolutely the supreme
discipline in modern kitchen planning: the corner. Vauth-Sagel is therefore deliberately
giving this special storage space pride of place in the trade fair
presentation with a new product – and it can be seen from 5 to 8
May 2015 at the leading world trade fair interzum in Cologne.
www.vauth-sagel.de

Hall 7, stand C20
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KUEI, FROM INK...
D

igital printing is not an ancient discipline
and there are many “wannabes" with
little knowledge: “To make the transition
from conventional analogical decor printing to
digital you really need support, at least when
you take the first steps, to avoid making wrong
decisions”, says Giorgio Macor, founder and
general manager of Kuei, a chemical company
from Friuli (Coseano, near Udine), specializing
in ink production.
“We offered our expertise, as we know inks
very well and we know what must be done,
which properties are essential to apply them
with excellent results. I’ll give you a recent
example. One of our customers, a linoleum
flooring manufacturer, wanted to print a "wood-

like" version. We studied the application, identified the necessary processes and the result
exceeded expectations! We work on wood,
plastics and metal, and we decided to exhibit
at Ligna because decorations and wood-based
housing materials definitely represent a significant share of our business".
“Our job is engineering”, Macor continues.
“We collaborate with several digital printing technology vendors, because we are inkers...
good ones!”, he adds with a smile. “We work
with an Italian manufacturer of high-quality
scanners that we use to “capture” the wood
species we want to replicate, including grain
and texture, the “physical” part of the sample.
We print in 3D using special inks that can be

Hall 16, stand B12

applied in thick layers that create grain, texture
and reliefs. We don’t need platens or rollers to
emboss the decor: all you need is a singlepass digital printer and the job is done, with
wonderful results in terms of color shade and
depth. With digital printing, the texture perfectly
matches the design, so the result is very similar
to real wood.
The only constraint is the printer width, but
apart from that we can produce any surface at
a speed of 15 meters per minute with instant
drying. Then, according to the final application
of the printed product, additional coatings are
applied for insulation, waterproofing or increased
mechanical resistance".
www.kuei.it
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MAKOR GROUP
PROJECTS

Makor has installed at one of the major company in
Russia, Zov (kitchen manufacturer), two lines to apply
stain, base coat and top coat. They are extremely flexible, able of solving the problems of finishing of any
shape both with batches or just-in-time production.
The customer had the need for a plant capable of
producing kitchen furniture components with different
forms, from traditional flat doors, louvered, to more
complex 3D elements such as drawers, concave
and convex cabinet doors. The conventional technologies, characterized by Cartesian robots, were not
able to solve these problems. In this factory Makor
has installed two systems featuring the new and innovative anthropomorphic robot “Robospray” equipped with nine controlled axes, colour change system
with automatic mixing, coating head change unit
and guns automatic cleaning device. Thanks to this
technology, the customer is able to replace the
manual processing carried out in the booth, with processing performed on automated systems, with
several advantages both in terms of quality and production volumes.
On the first line installed, the stains are applied on
wooden components (see picture), while on the last
line, there is the new robot “Twin” that combines flexibility to productivity to apply top coat.
The new “Robospray Twin” is equipped with an anthropomorphic arm and an oscillating arm, which
can operate and interact in the various working modes.
On flat parts and regular shapes, the machine has a
high productivity thanks to the combination of the
two arms, the robot takes care of the chasing edges,
while the oscillating arm finishes the flat parts.
In robot mode with stationary piece instead, the application of top coatings are carried out with high
quality on complex 3D shapes (convex and concave
cabinet doors, drawers, shelves, legs and so on).
Thanks to the simple interface and a reading 3D
system (first one in this field to install this technology),
“Robospray Twins” performs all processes with
extreme easiness. Furthermore, the machine has an
automatic coating head change unit, in order to automate every stage of the process, in combination
with a colour change, to make the cycle more simple
and reliable.
The project “Gemini” was born from Makor-Tecnolegno synergy and the combination of the knowhow of the two historical brands. It is a system for
shaping, filling, coating and sanding any shape of
panel edges. A process in which many leading operators are focusing their attention to drastically reduce
the steps and therefore the production times, or to
use less expensive materials for construction such
as chipboard or similar. For this purpose, the company
has installed in the Summer of 2014 a plant for
squaring, filling and sanding, at a major Italian company, Media Profili srl, number one supplier of Ikea
and other big brands.Thanks to the cooperation with
this company, and with the paint manufacturer Sherwin
Williams, a filling process was developed on the
edges of chipboard bars suitable to obtain a high
quality of the edge, necessary for the subsequent
coating especially for high glossy films, where the
filling quality of the board must be perfect.
www.makor.it
Hall 17, stand H15
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BIESSE: ALL SET FOR HANOVER
At Ligna, Biesse Group is showing its vision of production
according to the concepts of the “fourth industrial revolution”…

“

The manufacturing industry is going through
what may call the “fourth industrial revolution”,
a revolution that aims to bring together the
high output numbers seen in the assembly chain
with the tailor-made value of artisan production”.
So said Raphaël Prati, Director of Marketing and
Communications for Biesse Group, illustrating the
concept of the stand created by the Pesarobased group for the upcoming Ligna. “In a world
where customization and quality at affordable
costs are key factors for success, the factory is
becoming digital: machines communicate with
each other through automation and software that
can conceive, simulate the construction and test
a product even before it is manufactured".
A stand larger than 3,700 square meters in hall
25 will be a showcase for large integrated plants
for industrial applications, as well as automation
systems designed for the needs of small and
medium businesses. Machines that communicate
with each other, automation and software systems
for production and for the simulation of entire processes, in order to optimize each phase, check
any possible issue, cut waste and time.
All of this and much more proves what it means
to seize the opportunities of the new industrial revolution, where new-generation software is one
of the key pillars. An example is bSuite, a package
of six software applications, fully integrated and
designed to meet all production requirements,
from design to programming, from simulation to
factory control, up to data analytics. And most of
all, easy to learn and use.

veloping cells, working islands that can deliver
600, 1,200, 2,000 units per shift. We are collecting
most requests from the low-end market, where
you have to deal with batches of a few hundred
pieces, each different from the other.
Today you need machines that self-adjust, offering
very low setup time and smart workflows. We
meet such flexibility demand with “Winstore”, a
project presented at Ligna with the latest developments”.
“In our stand we are showing the capabilities of
new-generation flexible machines supported by

a smart automated magazine”, adds Luca Amadei, System Area Manager. “This manufacturing
approach is increasingly appreciated around the
world: last year we build about fifty plants and
everything suggests that we will deliver more in
2015, because our portfolio allows to choose according to your real requirements or investment
capacity, adapting the solution to your factory,
your workshop, any existing space and layout.
The benefit is clear: one magazine for panels;
smaller footprint, less labor, lower risks of material
damage, as the panels are handled by "Winstore",
maximum configurability in terms of space and
machine connection, and optimized residues
management; the residues are labeled and stored
to be reused at any time”.

The keyword, once again, will be “batch one”.
Biesse is introducing a number of new solutions,
including the new single-side squaring edgebanding machine “Stream B MDS”, ideal for small
batches with its high flexibility; the new flexible
panel saw “Nextstep” with double router for
perfect panel squaring; and “Insider M”, a flexible
boring machine that can process all panel sides
in one pass. An ace in the hole of automation technology is the family of automated magazines
“Winstore” for the optimized management of panels not only for large manufacturers, but also
small and medium businesses willing to increase
their competitiveness.
Biesse is also previewing the entire Selco range,
the “Rover C” center for very thick pieces with
complex shapes, and "Rover A Ft” for nesting.
The Ligna lineup will also feature “Vektor Cs”, a
nc vertical boring machine, and the brand new
robotized sanding machine “Opera R” developed
by Viet .
ABOUT INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION...
“At Ligna 2015 we are showing our offer for highflexibility production lines, both for handicraft businesses and for large industrial companies”,
says Lorenzo Angelini, Business Unit Director.
“Large-scale production is just a portion of the
market and it must be integrated with new technology to tackle the challenge of flexibility, ensuring effectiveness and efficiency. Biesse has
been working in this direction for some time, de-

Lorenzo Angelini and Luca Amadei (right).
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“Stream B Mds”.

www.biesse.com/ligna
Hall 25
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WEINIG’S “TECHNOLOGY OFFENSIVE”

W

einig Group will exhibit a range of innovations at Ligna in Hall 12. The
core themes will be resource efficiency,
flexibility and networked production, which − we
anticipate − will be shared by many other exhibitors.
What are we going to find? Summing up, pioneering
developments in the profiling as well as in window
manufacturing, reaffirming Weinig’s leadership in
solid wood, with solutions including high-productivity and high-automation production lines.
Plus the latest Holz-Her innovations for the panel
industry, especially for edge banding (a technology
that is already causing buzz and that was originally
developed by Holz-Her), CNC processing centers
and panel cutting.

But let’s go back to Weinig, solid wood and the
new generation of “Powermat”, that will be revealed
to the global audience for the first time. So, a big

launch for “Powermat 700” and “Powermat 1200”,
featuring the innovative “Comfort Set” operating
concept, which enables largely tool-free setting

“Weinig ProfiPress L II”, automatic gluing center.

The new Powermat 700.

and significantly reduces set-up times. Further
benefits of the four-sider include high operating
safety and very good accessibility. It also impresses
with its high energy efficiency, which is primarily
attributable to the optimization of the extraction
system. Particular progress has been made with
the optimized flying of chips, while the “SmartTouch” function makes the new Powermat a trendsetter in ease-of-use. Wireless communication,
for example, is possible between controls or
tablet and the machine.
The new Weinig “System Plus” connects all processes involved in preparing the moulder for production. The “Moulder Master” software, the new
“Rondamat” 1000 tool grinder, tool measurement
with “OptiControl Digital” and “PowerCom” machine
controls allow not only to create − from design to
the production of the tool ready to work − straight
and profile knives, but also to provide in real time
all information required by the machine to position
each aggregate for a specific operation with a
specific tool. Information is shared, “networked”
to cut risk of errors and downtime.
In the “Rondamat 985”, Weinig will be exhibiting
a new grinder in Hanover for tool production and
maintenance, featuring integrated radius measurement of the knives.
In wooden windows, the corners and connections
of the horizontal and vertical transoms, mullions
and glazing bars have always been the most
sensitive areas. Mechanical or glued, accurate
connections are required to ensure the solidity of
the finished element. The Weinig “Conturex” window machining centers are precisely tailored to
round tenon production, using new processing
units and tool clamping systems to achieves
optimal precision and productivity.
The “Weinig Concept” division, the engineering
arm of the company, will be presenting at Ligna a
current project for a patent-pending system for
the simultaneous gluing of several wooden parts
of medium length, a system conceived to speed
up operations and use material and time more efficiently.
Such “block gluing with butt joints” process is
safe and flexible, as it can be applied to a wide
range of products, from windows to top layers,
from uprights to door elements, up to X-Lam. The
centerpiece of the system, the “ProfiPress C”,
presses the glued butt-jointed strand without
height offset and with perfect alignment in length.
The new Weinig “ProfiPress L II” will also be
presented in Hanover, primarily aimed at workshop
businesses for one-man panel production. Both
the positioning of the glued lamellae and transfer
of the lamellae from the gluing station to the
infeed belt or infeed chain are automatic. The
pressure cylinders are also selected automatically,
making the “ProfiPress L II” suitable for high-capacity layer formation.
The extensive “Dimter Line” range of cross-cut
saws from Weinig has been expanded with model
“OptiCut 200 Elite”, which will be presented as
an inline scanner solution with “EasyScan”.
A new design, new and larger touchscreen user
interface and performance-optimized machine
concept will all enhance the attractiveness of the
cross-cut saw, while for the “OptiCut S 50 Window”, the alignment aid for packages in the
infeed table is also now available.
The popular option of the “OptiCut S 90” provides
for increased length accuracy and process reliability. The options for workpiece recognition have
also been extended for models from the “OptiCut
S 50”, “OptiCut S 90” and “OptiCut 450 FJ+”
series, from simple recognition of workpieces to
application of high-definition graphic logos even
at high feed speeds in the outfeed.
Also at Ligna, a system solution will be exhibited
for the first time that builds upon the “OptiCut S
90 Speed”.
This cross-cutting system for pure defect removal
achieves performance that can otherwise only
be achieved by throughfeed saws while also impressing with its high length accuracy. ■
www.weinig.de
Hall 12, stand B 50
Hall 11, stand b46/C46
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COSMEC
MACHINES FOR ANY NEED

An increasingly and extensive market has led
Cosmec Technology to answer to more and
more specific questions, designing and manufacturing machines suited to each individual customer
requirements. The technical office is always one
step ahead, properly equipped and professional;
he can give appropriate responses to any questions
of their customers. Currently the models produced
are five and range goes from three-axis machines

for panel processing up to large five-axis machining centers. At present, Cnc machines operating all over the world are 1500, some of which
were constructed with X races up to 24 meters.
Working for years in the world of composites and
mould industries, the company decided to launch
in the period 2015/2017 two new machines with
movable cross at the top. This will allow a more
dynamic and more workspaces. The philosophy
of the company is geared to a quality product.
However, like any company that looks to the future,
this is not a point of arrival, but the springboard to
think about new challenges which aim to respond
efficiently to a dynamic and international customer
base.
www.cosmecsrl.com

SIEMPELKAMP
WOOD-BASED MATERIALS PRODUCTION PLANT OF THE FUTURE

Worldwide Ligna is regarded as the leading
trade fair in the area of forestry and woodbased industries. With more than 1,500 exhibitors
from more than 40 countries Siempelkamp’s
ma-chine and plant engineering business unit
wouldn’t miss the opportunity to be there with a
comprehensive product portfolio in the area of
machines for the production of wood-based
materials. At the 2015 fair the focus for the
German company will be on the wood-based
ma-terials production plant of the future. Siempelkamp products and services will be presented
in a booth with an area of 648 m2.
At this year’s Ligna Siempelkamp will present te-

Hall 25, stand C31

CAMAM
THE NEW “FMX”
The company Camam has been projecting, developing
and producing woodworking machinery since 1969.
Well advanced research, innovation and technological
competences enable Camam to design and produce
machinery required by the current market.
As usual, Camam reconfirms the traditional meeting
with Ligna, one of the most important fairs in the
world in this field, by presenting the new “Fmx”. This
is a new category of multi-functions cutting/drilling
machine, with high productivity, particularly dedicated
to process longer elements in solid wood, plywood
or mdf.
This category of machinery is able to carry out, simultaneously, radial cutting operations, heads chamfering and multiple drilling on all profile faces thanks
to an original feeding system on more stations. It assures a high productivity up to 1200 pcs/h.
The new “Fmx” has several configurations according
to customer needs, both for useful dimensions and
for different applications of the working units.
In particular, it has been produced to reach high productivity and very easy set ups and maintaining, at
the same time, the traditional features of strength,
quality, reliability, always characterize Camam machinery.
The sector of application for “Fmx” is specific for the
production of furniture elements such as sofas, beds,
slats for beds, urban fabric, garden furniture and furniture accessories.
The stand will be completed with machines dedicated
to the chair processing, sector in which Camam has
always been a reference company with thousands
of machines delivered all over the world.
www.camamsrl.it

Hall 12, stand E21
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chnologies and machines
that have recently
been introduced to the
market and will present
real-life application results
to visitors. Here, everything
revolves around the subjects of energy savings,
cost efficiency and optimizing the complete production processes.
www.siempelkamp.com
Hall 27, stand F35
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Hall 5.1, stand A61

OSTERMANN: THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE

J

ana Krupp welcomes us with her usual charming smile. Her Italian is fluent and, with her
knowledge of the Italian market, she can give
us a detailed picture of today's Italy, what it represents, which developments it might offer. At
Vigonza near Padova, where Ostermann is based,
we had already been a few months after their
arrival in Italy, driven by curiosity to discover this
company that − leveraging excellent relationships
with leading panel manufacturers − has set up a
peculiar business, a sort of "edgebanding service".
What is it? They give customers what they want,
the sizes and colors or decors they need, without
forcing them to buy a minimum quantity, just the
meters they need. It may seem banal, but furniture
factories are full of unused coils or out-fashioned

colors. And especially for small companies, a service offering exactly
what you need, tough with a premium
price, is valuable. That’s even more
true now that you can order edges
online, day and night, and receive it
within 48 hours.

“It’s our latest challenge – proudly says Jana
Krupp, general manager of Ostermann Italia –
and it’s bringing great satisfaction, it’s a service
that rounds off our offer and is used by an increasing number of joiners and furniture makers,
as now they can choose any desired width and
pay with credit card, with no complication, conveniently and securely”.

The Ostermann subsidiary currently
covers an area of two thousand square
meters. There is no sign of crisis. They
are well acquainted with the crisis,
maybe because they came to Italy in
2008… “We have always worked “in
periods of crisis” – Jana Krupp says
– and we are eager to see what the
Italian market is bringing when things get better
for everyone. For us, I have to say, after the first
years, business growth has been progressive,
and we are now well known, we have a wider and
wider audience ready to take our proposals”.
Edges are delivered in coils to Vigonza. Here
they are cut to size according to orders and ship-

Jana Krupp.

ped to customers. “We have worked hard to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our
Italian warehouse”, Krupp explains.
Ostermann serves the whole Italian territory from
the Padova site. This is the origin of all contacts.
An extensive network of relationships, offers,
orders. “Our audience is wide – Jana Krupp says
– we follow them with utmost attention and great
effort, most of all when they are small or micro
businesses”.
The quality of Ostermann service is increasingly
appreciated also by medium and large companies. Increasing customization demand from final
consumers translates into small orders and even
for bigger organizations it is no longer costeffective to buy directly from edge manufacturers.
So, the Ostermann offer becomes more interesting,
an opportunity to be considered more carefully
than in the past.

“At Interzum we are presenting the result of our
collaboration with Kaindl for “wood veneers”,
wooden edges combined to their brand new collection of veneered panels, one of their highlights
in Cologne. We are also ready with the edge for
the new collection from Pfleiderer, resulting from
our longstanding collaboration: we simply work
together. They make panels, we focus on edges,
and when a new panel is presented to the market,
we already have matching edges ready.
Another highlight at Interzum will be the new edgebanding process using infrared radiation, a
development by Holz-Her aiming at the “zero
joint”, i.e. systems that eliminate the glue line”.
After laser and hot air, it seems that the time has
come for infrared. What’s your opinion about
these applications?
“There is still much uncertainty. Laser is definitely
a high-quality solution, suitable for large-volume
applications of identical edges. We think that hot
air technology is achieving good success, also
because it requires lower investments, but even
in this case the volumes are not big. These are
leading-edge technologies, processes where we
are indirectly involved, as we support our customers during tests, offering our competence and
expertise. We began to receive information requests about infrared applications some time
ago, this is a brand new technology that seems
to be very promising. It will be a key topic at
Ligna, you can bet! We are ready to support our
customers with the most suitable edges for any
technology they choose".
What about trends?
“We see a trend towards matte and metal, copper
above all, often combined with panel in wood
shades to add a touch of light, or even in matching
tones.
The “copper edge” is one of our 2015 highlights,
available since January: fourteen copper shades
available in different materials, including melamine,
aluminum and Abs. We expect this trend to draw
much interest in the coming months and we are
ready.
Let me add that, today more than ever, there is
constant demand for new edges, not only for
colors, but most of all for textures: up until recently,
customers asked for a wood finish, a glossy one
and an “scratch-resistant” or “slightly rough” surface, now we have up to twelve different textures!
This is also a big effort". ■

Nastroﬂex spa
Via delle Industrie, 17
31047 Ponte di Piave (Tv) Italy
T. +39.0422.853018
F. +39.0422.853533
nastroﬂex@nastroﬂex.it
www.nastroﬂex.com

www.ostermann.eu
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COSTA LEVIGATRICI:
DIVERSIFY, INNOVATE!

O

ver thirty years of experience in wood
standing, pursuing the mission to follow
market evolution with their know-how.
Costa Levigatrici – 180 employees and 30 million
Euro revenues, headquartered in Schio with two
more factories in Sandrigo, near Vicenza – manufactures sanding machines. There are three business divisions: wood (calibrating, sanding, brushing
machines), metal (deburring, grinding, polishing
of ferrous and non-ferrous metal parts, sheets
and coils) and a little “jewel” called “Cds Inert UV
Curing”, a system to create perfect surfaces, applying superior coating even to “poor” materials,
based on an Akzo Nobel patent). Such diversification, combined with constant innovation, allows
Costa Levigatrici to keep up with market developments. Diversification is achieved through operations in different industries.
The organization leverages effective synergy to
improve the manufacturing performance of the
Sandrigo industrial sites, located next to each
other, one for big high-performance
machines, one for "leaner" technology,
requiring lower investments and manufactured with shorter lead time.
Optimization starts from the engineering department, boasting great
expertise in sanding technology, and
from strict control on all the machining
stages of systems and components
(mostly made in house), as well as the quality of
materials. Customers have access to a showroom,
a test laboratory and a fully-equipped demo room.
To understand the real “beauty”, the know-how,
the organization and the technological quality of
Costa, a tour of all three sites is a revelation.
Our travel guide is Remo Costa, son of Romano
Costa who founded the company in the early Eighties near Marano Vicentino, together with his
cousin Alessandro. Remo Costa is now co-owner
and sales manager for Italy “... a market still poor
of satisfaction – he says immediately – but we
cannot let it go, because you cannot be strong
abroad if you are not strong at home. For a long
time, this was a sector with a strong need for innovation and few actors. In those years, furniture
finishing was becoming more and more important,
so we decided to play the game.
Let me tell you that this business is much more
complicated than it seems. We have to offer a
wide portfolio if we want to be competitive and
to be recognized as leaders in this segment. To
face the same challenge, other groups have acquired specializing manufacturers to fill the gap
and offer sanding and calibrating solutions to
their customers; these technologies are essential
for anyone involved in woodworking, wood-based
materials or coating. Now we see manufacturers
who have expanded their portfolio, offering from
small sanding machines to complex solutions for
large-scale production; this approach requires
huge investments in an economic situation characterized by low sales volumes and narrower
margins than in the past.
There’s more: at the entry level, you have to fight
with low-price competitors, plus the fact that

FOCUS

Hall 16, stand A14

A constant focus on process improvements and the quality
of products-equipment is the goal of Costa Levigatrici.

today virtually all users express the need for a
certain level of customization. It rarely happens,
actually never, to build two or three identical machines!”.
What does it mean buying a Costa sanding machine today?
“First of all, the definition “sanding machine” is
quite generic: it’s like talking about a car without
specifying a category, a model or an engine
size. In our industry there are different categories
and the devices included in the catalogs have
extended the possibility to configure our machines,
which have become like engineering containers
where you can add different groups, components
and aggregates. For instance, nobody likes flat
panels today. They must be carved, with visible
grain, the processing must bring out the threedimensional depth of wood, delivering a totally
different finish from paper, photography or plastic
laminates, also by using special pads to create
extraordinary “hand-made” effects. The end
consumer is attracted by physical
surfaces and we can provide furniture
manufacturers, door producers or
coating companies with ad-hoc tools
to be more competitive. We can collaborate to create wooden floors that
look as if they were ancient, carved
Remo Costa.
by time and the steps of so many
people!
This new trend has complicated our work, requiring
machines that can process thinner laminates and
coating layers, with higher precision and finishing
grades. As thinner coatings are applied with water-based paints and the panels to be processed
are more difficult and cheaper, Costa Levigatrici
had to study, develop and deploy advanced technical solutions on our sanding machines”.

that – rotate and moved with an orbital path –
bring out the wood grain, whatever the direction.
For this reason they are also used for inlaid decorations, as well as for edges, which are very
delicate and might splinter during operation, or
the coating might be removed. Not only: in the
case of “solid surfaces”, which are normally
glossy and highly reflecting, they can be used to
get matte surfaces”.
What about surfaces that are not homogeneous?
“As a result of the increasing trend to deliver prefinished semifinished panels ready to use, laminated or painted, companies have improved finishing quality; such difference in added value
has also translated into an improvement of ma-

Abrasives, brushes, tools: how do these "components" affect the final result of your technology?
“Their role is significant. Our customers are keen
on the consumption of abrasive materials, which
means that they expect their suppliers to provide
products up to their expectations, both in terms
of performance and in terms of durability and
consistent results over time; from us, they expect
that our machines help them get the most of
those products. The ultimate goal is always the
best final result, although such focus is not
always appreciated by consumers, unfortunately,
as they tend to look at more apparent features
such as design, grain, color and depth... it’s the
overall visual impact, no matter if it is wood,
paper, well sanded or not...”.
Recently, brushing technology has opened up
new opportunities.
“The need to highlight the wood grain has resulted into the adoption of brushes and brushing
processes, in addition to the standard abrasive
belts. This is another example of the complexities
we have to face, as brushing must follow the
same direction of grain. But what if we have to
process a door or window, with elements assembled in different directions? The answer is “pads”,
round brushes with abrasive or steel filaments
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chines, starting from the number of abrasive belts
above and below the panel, in order to increase
process speed. Another part of the story is panel
filling, a process that eliminates flaws due to
knots or irregular surfaces, such as particleboard,
where all cavities must be filled with a filler and
dried before moving on to calibrating. This problem
has led to the development of specific technology,
which we also offer in collaboration with Akzo
Nobel. Such technology allows to apply the filler
with a method that ensures immediate smoothing
and drying; this system has also been applied to
priming, a coating process that helps smooth
surfaces more easily, reducing time, footprint and
costs, with excellent final results". ■
www.costalev.com

PRODUCTS

SIBO: ULTRA-SPECIALIZED!
They took their first steps in 1830. Today, in the middle of Val d’Ossola, Sibo is still a reference
for customers all over the world who look for highly specialized machinery,
often unavailable from other vendors. A story worth telling.

T

“ANTI-AGE SYSTEM”

BY SAYERLACK

T

he “Hydroplus” coatings covered by
the “Anti-Age System” warranty are the
result of research in the maximum protection of wood and coating film. They reduce the absorption of humidity and solar radiation,
guaranteeing the maximum duration of products
exposed outdoors, with ten-year warrant for
outdoor windows painted with cycles selected
for this purpose, providing the huge benefit that
for ten years non special maintenance action is
required.
In the jungle of warranties, everyone claims performance lasting for an indefinite number of years,
more and more, sometimes even offering a
warranty period that exceeds the developed research. Sayerlack instead only promise what
they can keep: 60 years of research and innovation
speak for the company.
The road to achieve this major goal was long, but
marked by repeated success.
To certify the quality of their products, Sayerlack
have called on leading research institutes: the
Catas Quality Award Csew Plus and Catas
Wki Premium Csew Plus certifications attest to
the quality of the coating system, in terms of exposure time outdoors and wood protection.
Sayerlack researchers have passed several exposure tests under extreme conditions in all climates. The panels coated by researchers with
“Hydroplus” products have been exposed on all
latitudes of the globe and have passed several
resistance and durability tests with excellent results.
The R&D laboratory collaborated with the Q-Lab
Weathering Research Service in Florida, US,
testing coating systems in extreme climate conditions, in order to obtain a certification for extended
exposure time outdoors.
Under the exclusive “Atlas EverSummer” programs, samples were exposed in Miami, Florida,
and Townsville, Australia, to simulate exposure
for two summers in a period of only 12 months,
so as to reduce the development cycle of coatings
significantly.
The eXtreme project was designed to test the life
and performance of outdoor coatings, by testing
them in contact with any agent or cause of degradation, under any climate found on the planet.
Sayerlack coatings were exposed outdoors for
one year in three different continents, in Medina
(Ohio, Usa), Moscow and Mexico City.
In the “Baltic Project”, panels coated with Sayerlack “Hydroplus” outdoor products will be exposed for five years in three fields in Estonia,
under the combined action of very low temperature
and the nearby Baltic Sea, just a few meters
away.
As of today, Sayerlack customers can call on
their sales agent to get information about how to
join the exclusive "Anti-Age System" warranty program for “Hydroplus” products.
www.sayerlack.com

he heart has been beating in Ornavasso
(Verbania) since 1830, at the entrance of
Val d’Ossola, a few meters from the stone
that marks the limits of the Partisan Republic,
under a mountain covered with forests. The history
of the company is part of the history of Italy, as
witnessed by the honors received on June 8,
2011, during the celebrations for the 150th anniversary of the Italian Union. Sibo, acronym for
Società Industriale Brusa Ornavasso, has found
its own place in the Italian industrial landscape.
Over two centuries, it is curious and somehow
exciting to see customers coming from faraway
Mexico to purchase machines that cannot be
found elsewhere, highly specialized and built “to
measure”.
Wood and metal, up to stones (like rubies) for the
watchmaking industry, but most of all passion and
high specialization are the raw materials of Sibo,
born from the handicraft experience of Graziano
Brusa, the forefather of the family, in the 19th
century and taken over by today’s Sibo since
1968, under the guide of Alberto Brusa, who runs
the company together with his son Graziano and
wife Maria. The company belongs to the family,
the family is the company, a workshop that smells
like home... And a customer is not just a buyer of
technology, but a person to establish a friendly relationship with. Things from the good old times?
Maybe. Maybe just a bit, but this is the only place
where some people find what they need...

when people who have stayed with us for a
lifetime finally retire? Today, youngsters from professional schools coming to us for training stages
can only watch and not even get close to machinery; and sometimes they don't even have suitable
education. Years ago it was different: young
people were better trained, and many of them
were employed. We are a small company with
strong specialization. A small team that also involves external suppliers and partners according
to the machine to be produced. In our factory
we execute final assembling and testing. And
as I said, we do everything ourselves, from the
initial idea to solve a problem to the executing
project, up to the production of the required
components, either on our own machines or
outsourced to wonderful suppliers that you can
still find in this area of Italy”.

as his great-grandfather and is mostly involved
in the design of custom and special machines.
The latest creation is a numerical control machine
for wooden toys. Just think that we are developing
a machine to make bamboo pens, executing a
special operation of the raw material, that must
be cut, drilled and milled. Also in this case, a beautiful and complicated job, as these machines
will also be operated by disabled people.
We do so many things, and all so different, so we
don't have a catalog, only a few brochures, but
we have more “secret” inventions than those we
reveal. It is virtually impossible for us to make
two identical machines, because they are so
good that they run for decades!”.

“Our long history began with the great-greatgrandfather of my husband, Graziano Brusa,
who built mills and drilling machines for watch
stones, a high-precision technology to process
microscopic parts, we still offer these machines
today”, Mrs. Brusa says. “Then business grew
and we started to serve wood turners for the production of handles for hammers, picks, brooms… Then we developed machines to make
horse-riding whips, requested by a French company that is more than a customer for us, as they
offer a job opportunity to disabled people. We
did not stop, we added lines to produce wooden
spoons and forks and brush handles. For a
Finn manufacturer, we built a special numerical
control machine for the production of toy cubes
for kids, which can be operated by disabled
people. For Slovenian customers we have recently
developed a machine for plastering trowels.
Our production also includes machines to make
carpenter hammers, lamps and billiard sticks
made of drawn reconstituted wood. When I say
we make a machine, I mean we design and engineer it. Customers come to us with an item and
we deliver a machine to make more, in less time,
in unattended operation”.

It's hard to do marketing with such a wide spectrum
of proposals...
“The Internet is a blessing for us, though we
work a lot by word of mouth from old to new
customers. This brings excellent results even
abroad, for instance we have found a contact in
Russia through a French customer, specializing
in brass handrail polishing.
Word-of-mouth is supported by our capacity to
solve even strange and complex problems, always
paying great attention to finishing quality: the
parts coming out of our machines look as if they
were sanded! Then, it is essential that all these
operations are managed by suitable software,
both during equipment design and during process
management, whereby such skill requires qualified
and efficient workers, helping the company handle
the workload without any delays in shipments.
This is a problem, because today it is hard to find
the right people to employ”.

“We owe it to great-grandfather and my father-inlaw, who were always ready and good at solving
any problem. It’s something in the dna that my
father-in-law handed down to my husband Alberto
and my son Graziano, who has the same name

In times like these, it is hard to pursue such philosophy, these “certainties”...
“Very hard, especially because there is no direct
link between school and business, which would
ensure a generation turnover: what will we do

Alberto Brusa working on a high-productivity
machine for the production of knife handles.

A section of the “Sibo laboratory”.
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Which segments generate bigger demand?
“Wooden spoons and cutlery. Brushes or knife
handles, we definitely make the most beautiful,
fastest, smartest machines for these applications,
selling all over the world to the most famous knife
manufacturers in five continents.
Our business is everything that is not standard.
Consider pickaxe handles: a customer comes to
us and asks to make a machine that can process
the item he has brought, a handle that is exclusive
and custom, specific for that company. A Brazilian
customer requested a machine to make hammer
handles covered with carvings, as if they came
out from a carver's workshop...
And we work a lot abroad, in Italy we only provide
spare parts for many of our machines that are
still up and running. Italian companies prefer to
buy turning machines abroad, at low prices and
even lower quality. But if you consider the time it
takes to make one piece and the following operations to give it at least a resemblance of quality...
We make high-speed machines that require a significant investment, but they deliver tens of
parts ready to be assembled in the same time as
other machines produce one or two pieces.
Where is the real benefit? Which option will pay
back over time? All too often, we don’t even
realize what we offer, which skills we have, which
specialization we can put on the table... Our
specialization, our expertise protects us from
counterfeiting and copying, which is limited to
standard products, including some types of sanding machines and equipment to produce shovel,
pickaxe and broom handles."
It’s late and it's time to travel back to Milan. It’s
raining between Val d’Ossola and the lake. Strange
land, maybe forgotten, maybe neglected. A place
of history, passion and ingenuity that should not
be lost, values that a world fascinated by high technology, factories moved out to distant countries
and extreme automation cannot afford to forget..
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.sibo.it

The award cerimony for the 150th anniversary of Sibo.

NEWS

PRODUCTS
2015 innovations from L&S

FINISHING
Zetagì "Holzfreund Finish"

L&S Group, an Italian global corporation specializing in
the production of lighting systems for interiors, specifically
for the furniture, shopfitting and exhibition segments,
launched its 2015 innovations including “II Led” and
“Vela”, adding to best-sellers such as “Malindi”, “Detroit”,
“Lugano” and “Moonlight”.
New solutions for shopfitting & retail design are “Sliding
System” and “Modular System”, two revolutionary systems specifically designed to meet modularity demands
in shop lighting. Both systems are designed for shopfitting
applications like shelves, furniture or displays, offering
easy installation and the possibility to move shelves
without any impact on lamp operation. Leveraging L&S
construction technique, "Sliding" and "Modular" elegantly
hide all electrical components, enhancing the visual
impact of displayed items and the overall visual effect.
“II Led” is a LED lighting panel available in protruding or
fully recessed version, the latter having a total footprint
of 9 millimeters only. The great innovation of “II led” is the
special integrated Infrared switch, a device that allows
to turn on/off and to manage several lamp functions by
simple hand gestures, at a distance of 5-8 cm.
“Vela” is the new aluminum LED shelf designed for all
living rooms. Besides the design offering an ultra-lightweight appearance, its peculiarity is the lighting itself,
which lends a special lighting effect to the room where it
is located. ■

Zetagì "Holzfreund Finish Htp 2006 A.C.
Series 171400" is a water based one component finish for outdoor application, based on
nanotechnology acrylic resins. Main features
are highly resistant to weathering and Uv rays;
free from permanent bleaching phenomena.
Suitable for the coating of wooden windows
and doors.
Thanks to the high surface hardness coupled
to a high elasticity even at low temperatures
and to the excellent water resistance, it ensures
the long lasting continuity of the film even under
difficult conditions (sharp corners, intersections).
The high technological content of this paint
combines quality and aesthetics, giving the
window a strong resistance and a high quality
outlook comparable to that of the furniture.

The paint has a very large blocking resistance,
high watertightness (very little bleaching), very
high transparency even when wet and excellent
dry film fullness. Due to the properties listed
above and the vertical film cohesion even in
the most critical situations, this coating is particularly suitable for industrial application of windows and doors of all types of wood, even meranti type. Store the product in cans not containing metals such as iron, copper, zinc, aluminum
and their alloys. It is suitable for the coating of
wooden windows and doors, as described
above. Given the vertical film cohesion even in
the most critical situations, this coating is particularly suitable for industrial application.
Application method
Equipment: airmix spray or electrostatic airless.

Suggested nozzle pressure 3.5 bar, pump ratio
1:30, pumps fitted by pre-atomizers and thin
nozzles (9:40).
Thinning: up to 5 percent potable water depending on surface type and application method.
Drying time: Touch dry approx. 20’-40’ at 23°C
and 50 percent RH.
Hard dry approx. 24 h at 23 °C and 50% RH.
In tunnel, oven or shelves, with T up to 35°C,
the time can be reduced to 3-4 h. Stacking: the
painted objects can be stacked vertically with
suitable spacers about 48 hours after application.
The process can be accelerated by drying in a
tunnel for at least 2 hours, at progressive room
temperature, up to a temperature of 35 ° C. It
passes the blocking test according to ISO 4622
(1N/cm2 applied load). ■

Bark protects the wood and lives with it.

PRODUCTS
New products from InSinkErator
InSinkErator, an Emerson Group division, presented
the latest additions to the family of disposers and dispensers. With operations in 80 countries around the
world, the company is a global leader in under sink appliances In Italy, the company offers a wide range of
food waste disposers and filtered water dispensers.
Exhibits at Ligna include household disposers in ‘evolved’
version 45+, 55+ e 65+, together with “Evo100” and
“Evo200” (a master in organic waste grinding). There
will also be a “LC-50” model for small restaurants and
two new products, namely the"3-in-one" dispenser and
the new Chiller.
“M•Series” disposer models feature a new enhanced
grinding technology to dissipate all types of food wastes
very easily.
The new “3-in-one” filtered water dispensers can deliver
cold, warm and 98-degree hot filtered water, meeting a
wide range of daily requirements. A valuable partner for
any family. A highly functional tool that meets the requirements of a modern eco-friendly lifestyle. Elegant, designed and made in Italy, easy to install. Finally, the
“Chiller” cooling unit dispenses filtered chilled water directly from the tap. Easily adapted to all sink models, it
is very compact and efficient, especially when combined
with the hot-water dispenser. ■

Holzfreund and Retron prolong the life of wood,
both indoors and outdoors.
Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers and finishes for outdoor use and
Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series of base coats and finishes for household furniture, guarantee
moisture resistance, surface hardness, high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.

Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment cycles for household furniture
have obtained the Catas Quality Award.

Igus has developed “conprotect” as protection for
sensitive connectors in industrial applications. This protection against mechanical loads for standard USB connectors is assembled with only a few steps and without
tools. Besides protecting connectors, it prevents inadvertent
disconnection.
Two knurled screws give the connection added reliability.
This approach prevents inadvertent unplugging. This
rugged and protective enclosure for connectors can
also be used with a coupling for flying connections.
In order to make assembly as easy as possible, the lids
of conprotect are made from identical parts that fully enclose the connector by hand.
The screws are then simply clipped in and users can
retrofit Conprotect on existing connections. conprotect
is available for immediate shipment with no minimum
quantity. To see how conprotect is installed, refer to the
video at www.igus.eu/conprotect. ■

Zaniolo CdA - 2.15

PRODUCTS
IGUS, Reliable protection

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di C. (VI) Italy
Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366
info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it

indoors
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ACIMALL OBSERVATORY

A BAU OF RECORDS!

T

he 2015 edition of BAU, the world’s leading
trade fair for architecture, materials and systems, has broken through the 250,000visitor barrier for the first time in its 50-year history.
The fair attracted 251,200 visitors,: that’s over
16,000 more than in 2013, with a 20 percent increase in visitors from outside Germany, with
around 72,000 people coming from abroad.
In its role as an "architects’ trade event", BAU
once again consolidated its reputation. Around
65,000 of the total number of visitors were from
architectural and planning offices, which is
another increase on the figures for 2013.
17 halls were fully occupied by 2,015 exhibitors
from 42 countries. The visitor flow was constant
throughout the event, with great satisfaction among
exhibitors, as witnessed by the survey results: 90
percent rated the internationality of visitors as excellent to good, 7 percent more than in 2013.
According to 97 percent of exhibitors, the exhibition
on the whole was excellent to good.
Excellent results also from the visitor survey: 98
percent of the visitors rated BAU as excellent to
good, 97 percent said they would like to come
back again in two years’ time. The most important
goal − finding out about new developments −
was achieved by 93 percent of the visitors, the

second – professional update – by 94 percent.
Almost all the visitors – exactly 96 percent − were
trade visitors. Almost two-thirds stated that they
held managerial positions.
Figures speak for themselves. No hesitation, no
downturn due to external decisions or strategies:
Bau holds on, or better, keeps growing, moving
straight ahead. It is a huge container of everything
about construction. Not a single product category
is missing. Mark the dates from 16 to 21 January
2017 in your agenda! ■

www.bau-muenchen.com

SIEMPELKAMP PARTICLEBOARD
PLANT FOR SAIB, ITALY

I

n February 2015 Siempelkamp Maschinenund Anlagenbau GmbH in Krefeld received
an order from the particleboard manufacturer
Saib spa, Italy: for its existing particleboard plant
in Fossadello di Caorso, located in the Piacenze
region south-east of Milan, the long-term Siempelkamp customer ordered a complete forming
and press line as well as the blending system,
the cooling and stacking line and an intermediate
storage system. The new plant technology is perfectly adjusted to the raw material; Saib uses 100
percent recovered wood for its particleboard production. The features of the new components
correspond to the eco-logical approach of the
Italian customer: Especially Siempelkamp's highend press, a “Gen-eration 8 ContiRoll®”, ensures
resin and material savings and resource-conserving
produc-tion.
Saib, founded in 1962, has been producing particleboard on Siempelkamp equipment since
1968. Back then the plant capacity amounted to
120 m3. In 1998 Saib ordered the first “ContiRoll®” press with a length of 23.5 m which was
designed for a particleboard output of 600 m3.
Two years later the press was extended to a
length of 30.4 m and production increased by
another 400 m3 to 1,000 m3. In the early 1980s
the Italian company, which has remained a family
business, started with the production of laminated
boards on a Siempelkamp short-cycle press.
Today Saib operates a multi-daylight press, a
continuous production line and two short-cycle
presses - all made by Siempelkamp. This equipment will be complemented by the particleboard
plant which was ordered in February and which
will replace the existing multi-daylight press. To
do so the new components will be optimally integrated into the exist-ing plant structure between
front-end machinery and board finishing equipment.
The Siempelkamp scope of supply for Saib starts
with the resin blending system and in-cludes the
dosing bunker, the resin blender as well as the
resin preparation and dosing sys-tem. As resin
Saib uses formaldehyde-free melamine-urea resin
exclusively. The company's strong environmental

awareness is also demonstrated in the selection
of the raw material: Approximately 20 years ago
Saib changed its raw material for production to
recovered wood. Siempelkamp customized its
plant components to the requirements of the used
raw material.
With the 8‘ x 30.4 m ContiRoll® press of the 8th
Generation Saib relies on the original in the area
of high-end production technology for woodbased materials. With its innovative pres-sure distribution plates and six rows of cylinders the
Siempelkamp press operates virtually isobaric.
Saib will be able to produce particleboard with a
thickness ranging between 6 and 50 mm and a
width between 1,830 and 2,440 mm. At a board
thickness of 16 mm the plant achieves a daily
output of 1,180 m3. Due to an innovative feature
that allows the production of lightweight boards,
the new “ContiRoll®” can furthermore manufacture
boards with reduced densities of approximately
500 kg/m³. ■

Contract signing in Italy (from left to right):
Saib owner Adriana Rinaldi, Siempelkamp Managing Director
Jürgen Philipps, Saib owner Valeria Rinaldi,
Siempelkamp Managing Director Heinz Classen,
Siempelkamp Sales Manager Thomas Steeger and
Saib owner in the next generation Engineer Sergio Doriguzzi.

WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS

I

n this article we illustrate the export figures
referred to the January-December 2014 period
for machinery, wood and furniture, by those
countries identified as major competitors worldwide.
Export trend of woodworking machinery, over
the period, shows positive trend for all major exporters worldwide, with very high fluctuations of
Asian giants China and Taiwan. Wood and semifinished products (logs, sawnwood and panels)

see as intact the double leadership of China and
Canada with over nine billion each. In third place
is strongly emerging the position of the United
States.
The trend in furniture industry highlights the
consolidation of Italy as the second largest exporter
in the world and the rise of Poland in the top
three, which overtook Germany in the last year.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-December 2014) ( Mio Euro)

Exporters

Value

Var. % 14/13

Germany
Italy
China*
Taiwan
Austria

1,760.6
1,166.4
964.4
517.0
395.1

2.6
5.1
22.0
13.4
14.9

*estimate
Source: Intracen, codes NC 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594, 846595, 846596, 846599, 846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-December 2014), (Mio Euro)

Exporters
China
Canada
Usa
Germany
Russia

Value
10,889.9
9,544.0
7,329.7
6,933.9
5,746.3

Var. % 14/13
13.5
2.7
8.7
4.5
4.1

Source: Intracen, codes NC 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-December 2014), (Mio Euro)

Exporters
China
Italy
Poland
Germany
Usa

Value
18,816.5
4,793.0
4,016.9
3,737.5
1,547.5

Var. % 14/13
14.6
4.3
17.3
2.5
1.4

Source: Intracen codes NC 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169, 940330, 940340, 940350, 940360, 940380, 940381, 940389.
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EPLF IS ACTIVE IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

T

The 2015 edition of
“Made Expo”,
Credits: Made Expo.

he association of European laminate flooring sector is committed tto provide more
transparency and harmonised markets
with standardised regulations. The Eplf therefore
takes on an active role in continually updating
international product and test standards.
Its objective is to protect the consumer by achieving appropriate and optimum quality standards
for laminate products. At the end of 2014, Max
von Tippelskirch (Swiss Krono Group) took over
the ongoing tasks as Chairman of the Eplf
Markets and Image Working Group, after Volkmar
Halbe (Parador) stepped down following seven
successful years to pursue a change of career.
Representing the Eplf, Mr. von Tippelskirch will

be joining planning discussions with the Deutsche
Messe AG concerning the 2016 Wood Flooring
Summit. Eplf members now want to help towards
making the third round of this international parquet
and laminate flooring industry summit another
top highlight for trade visitors. Also pending for
2015 is the association’s internal project to upgrade the Eplf website. Increasing decentralization
of the major Eplf markets demands a wider
range of languages and the new site should be
suitable for mobile devices and include a broader
range of services in the internal Members’ Area.
Despite the difficult political situation, the Russian
laminate flooring market is growing steadily and
offers significant future prospects for European

MADE EXPO

T

he gates of the Rho fairgrounds have closed and “Made Expo” 2015 is ready to
draw a balance. The architecture and design exhibition − this year focused on the upcoming “Expo 2015” − was attended by 208,302
visitors, including 36,103 from overseas (in 2013
they had been 211,105 and 35,619 respectively),
with a total panel of 1,450 exhibitors (1,432 in
the previous edition), including 279 from abroad,
up by 7 percent compared to 2013. Eight halls
were sold out for a total area of 65 thousand
square meters, four shows for specific topics
(Constructions and Materials, Envelopes and
Doors&Windows, Interiors and Finishing, Software
technology and services) and six big events
(“B(uild)Smart!”, “Building the Expo”, “Made4Contract-Hotel”, “Made4Retail”, Made in Concrete”,
“Forum involucro e serramenti”). International
visitors increased by 12 percent versus 2013,
most coming from France, Switzerland, Eastern
Europe, Americas, Asia and the Middle East,
while visitor flows from Russia decreased. The
International Business Lounge hosted 1,100 B2B
meetings between exhibitors and representatives
from 24 countries. In 2015, for the first time,
“Made Expo” was opened to the public, with
thousands of non-trade visitors in the last day.
Once again wood played a major role at the
exhibition, offering a new vision of industry trends,
starting from constructions. In this domain,
there was some turnover of brands and the new
entry of qualified actors from Turkey, besides significant attendance from Austria and Germany.
The front stage at “Made Expo” was taken by
new specific tools and initiatives by Assolegno,
already deployed or to be deployed in the next
few months in collaboration with technical and
financial partners, to support the development
of the wood construction market, both private
and public.
The first step was the presentation of the new
report “Case ed edifici a struttura di legno”
(Houses and buildings with wood structure) by
Centro studi FederlegnoArredo Eventi. The report
illustrates the size of the Italian wood construction
business in 2014 and lays the foundation for a
monitoring observatory: it puts 210 specializing
companies under the lens, all boasting specific
and certified expertise and a significant footprint
in the domain, presenting official balance sheets
from the past three years. The first survey is dedicated to residential and non-residential wood
buildings completed within 2013 (wooden houses
and multi-floor buildings with a timber framework,
penthouses and upper storeys, schools, hotels,
restaurants, warehouses, other civil constructions),
but in the next years the scope will be expanded
to other wooden structures. ■
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suppliers. At the end of 2013, the Eplf formed its
own Working Group for Russia, to work on specific
measures for a consistent quality campaign in
this market. The Eplf has now picked up the
“Russia Project” again and is using its existing
contacts in the region to sound out potential for a
consistent quality policy and a framework for collaboration. The steady technological progress in
laminate products means that the associated Environmental product declarations (Epd) must
be regularly updated. The Eplf also has initiated
a publicly supported research project on the
subject of “Deeply Textured Surfaces”, which is
being carried out by the IHD (Institut für Holztechnologie gGmbH Dresden. ■

CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding –
denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

NUOVA PROGETTI snc
by Clerici Roberto & Rossetti Filippo
Via Bonifica, 6
I-27030 Sant’Angelo Lomellina (PV)
phone +39 0384 55189 / 938018
fax +39 0384 559984
www.nuovaprogettimacchine.it
nuovaprogetti@arubapec.it
nuovaprogetti@libero.it
Cn milling machines; anuba machines;
cn working centers;
lines of production and special
machines for doors and frames;
automatic screwing of locks and
counterplates; wide range
of accessories and solutions.

Crossing-cutting lines
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

Secondary processing

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Surface finishing

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

BIESSE spa

Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

SCM GROUP spa

The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.
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Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

VD srl
ELMAG spa

Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308 - fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it - commerciale@vdsrl.it
Finishing systems for plastic, glass and wood
products.Roller coater machines, curtain
coaters, spray robot with single and double
head, spraying machines, hot air, UV and
vertical ovens.

Handling
and commissioning

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Via M. Comacini, 12 - I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374 - fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines for mouldings.
Finishing machines and lines for flat and
raised panels. Finishing machines and lines for
doors and windows. Special finishing machines
and lines.

TECNOAZZURRA srl

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

MAURI MACCHINE srl

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

GIARDINA FINISHING srl

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.
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CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

AAAAAAAA

Software
1-3 April DOMOTEX
www.domotex-russia.com
• Moscow (Russia)
Furniture

23-27 June FITECMA
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies

1-4 April UMIDS
www.umids.ru
• Krasnodar (Russia)
Furniture

29 June-1 July SYLVA WOOD
www.sylvawoodexpo.com
• Shanghai (China)
Wood

10-12 April EXPOEDILIZIA
www.expo-edilizia.it
• Rome (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

16-19 July FURNITEX
www.furnitex.com.au
• Melbourne (Australia)
Woodworking technologies

13-15 April USETEC
www.usetec.com
• Karlsruhe (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

22-25 July AWFS VEGAS
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

14-16 April DUBAI INT’I WOOD
& WOOD MACHINERY SHOW
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Woodworking technologies

19-22 August TECNO MUEBLE INT.
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

DDX srl
ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim software
solutions: “EasyWOOD” for panel and solid
wood machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Lacquers

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings
for interiors and exteriors, uv-curing coatings,
acrylic coatings, polyester coatings, nitro
coatings, fire-retardant coatings and
pigmented coatings. Products for parquet
floors, special effects, stains, impregnating
agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

14-19 April iSALONI
Salone del mobile - Salone ufficio
Salone satellite - Euroluce - Eurocucina
www.cosmit.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Furniture
21-25 April WORLD OF FURNITURE
www.10times.com/world-of-furniture
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Furniture
21-25 April TECHNOMEBEL
www.technomebel.bg
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Woodworking technologies

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines and router
bits for cnc router machines. M.Conti measuring
devices for the woodworking industry.Special
devices for door and windows manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386 - fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES
Agents and wood trades

BASSO LEGNAMI srl

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735 - fax +39 011 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in 150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac - d4 - en 205
only.

6-9 September SPOGA+GAFA
www.spoga-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
8-12 September CIFF
www.ciff.fairwindow.com
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
9-12 September BIFE TIMB
www.bife.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Furniture
9-12 September FMC CHINA
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

2-4 May AFRIWOOD
www.expogr.com/afriwood
• Nairobi (Africa)
Woodworking technologies

9-12 September FURNITURE CHINA
www.furniture-china.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

5-8 May INTERZUM
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

9-13 September HABITARE
www.habitare.fi
• Helsinki (Finland)
Furniture

11-15 May LIGNA
www.ligna.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
12-14 May SPS IPC DRIVES
www.spsitalia.it
• Parma (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 May INDEX DUBAI
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Furniture
19-23 May CONSTRUMAT
www.construmat.com
• Barcelona (Spain)
Constructing and architecture
26-28 May EXPO AMPIMM
www.expoampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

14-18 October AMBIENTA
www.zv.hr/?id=1353
• Zagreb (Kroatia)
Furniture
23-26 November THE BIG 5 SHOW
www.thebig5.ae
• Dubai (Uae)
Constructing and architecture
12-14 December THE HOME SHOW
www.homeshow-oman.com
• Muscat (Oman)
Furniture
15-17 December FURNITURE ASIA
www.furnitureasia.com.pk
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Woodworking technologies

